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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM'!ISSION

REGION III

Reports No. 50-254/82-23(DPRP); 50-265/82-25(DPRP)

Docket Nos. 50-254; 50-265 Licenses No. DPR-29; DPR-30

Licensee: Commonwealth Edison Company ,

P. O. Box 767
. Chicago,-IL 60690

: Facility Name: . Quad-Cities Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2

Inspection At- Quad-Cities Site, Cordova, IL

Inspection Conducted: October 23, 1982, through January 7, 1983

k '[(Oht &' mosN. J. Chrissofi 2'!O'SInspectors:

S. b D Po t 2-lN3

h&'@'h$hti
Approved By: R. D. Walker, Chief A-I O'8 3

Reactor Projects Section 2C

Inspection-Summary

Inspection on October 23, 1982, through January 7, 1983 (Reports
-No. 50-254/82-23(DPRP);'50-265/82-25(DPRP))
Areas Inspected: Routine unannounced inspection by resident inspectors
of Operational Safety; Plant-Scram; Procedures; TMI Action Plan Items;
-Long Term Shutdown; Licensee Meeting; Refueling Activities; Procurement;
Licensee Event-Reports; Training; Licensee Action on Identified Problems;
Design Changes and Modifications; Surveillance - Refueling; Startup
Testing - Refueling; Maintenance; Maintenance . Refueling; Information
Notices and Regional requests. The inspection involved a total of 344
inspector-hours onsite by two NRC inspectors including 86 inspector-hours
onsite during off-shifts.

,

Results: No items'of noncompliance were identified.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted
'

*N. Kalivianakis, Superintendent
T. Tamlyn, Assistant Superintendent for Operations
D. Bax, Assistant Superintendent Maintenance

.

L. Gerner, Assistant. Superintendent for Administration
*J. Heilman, Quality Assurance, Operations

-*G. Tietz, Technical Staff Supervisor

The inspector also interviewed several other licensee employees,
- includir.g shif t . engineers and foremen, . reactor operators, technica2

7 staff personnel and quality control personnel.

* Denotes those present at the exit interview on January 7, 1983.'

'

Z. '03e 1tional Safatv Verification

The inspecttr observed _ control room operations, reviewed applicable logs
and conducted discussions with control room operators during the months
of Octcber, November and December 1982. The inspector verified the
operability of selected emergency systems, reviewed tegout records and

- verifisd proper return to service of affected components. Tours of
'

Unit 2 tavator.buildinga and turbine buildings were conducted to observe
plant equipment conditions, including potential fire hazards, fluid leaks,
and excessive vibrations and to verify that maintenance requests had been
iritiated for equipment in need of maintenance. The inspector by obser-
vation and direct interview verified that the physical security plan was
being implemented in accordance with the station security plan.

The inspector observed plant housekeeping / cleanliness conditions and
verified implementation of radiation protection controls. During the
months of October, November and December 1982, ' the inspector walked
down the accessible portions of the emergency core cooling systems to
ver.ify operability. The inspector also witnessed portions of the
radioactive waste system controls associated with radwaste shipments
and barreling.

These reviews and observations were conducted to verify that facility
operations were in conformance with the requirements established under
technical specifications, 10 CFR, and administrative procedures.

1No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

3. Plant Scram

Following the Unit 2 scram on November 7, 1982, the inspector
ascertained the status of the reactor and safety systems by review of
control room logs and discussions with licensee personnel concerning
plant parameters, emergency system status and reactor coolant chemistry.
The inspector verified the establishment of proper communications and
reviewed the corrective actions taken by the licensee. All systems
responded as expected.
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- The cause of the scram was attributed to a broken wire in the electro-
hydraulic control panel. While' conducting a surveillance test, the

. control circuit for turbine control valve _ closure was not bypassed
because of the broken wire. ' This caused the control valves to go
closed and caused a high power reactor scram.

No items'of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

4. Procedures-

The inspector reviewed the following procedure changes to ensure they'
reflect current technical. specifications, plant modifications.and NRC
commitments:

~QAP 200-7, Revision 4- Station Stores Supervisor
QGA-12, Revision 9 Loss of Auxiliary Electric Power
QOS-5600-1, Revision 2 Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure Scram

Instrumentation Functional Tests
;

QOS-2300-1, Revision 6 HPCI Subsystem Outage Report
OEP-530-2, Revision 7 Monthly Test of NRC Emergency Notification

System
'

No-items of noncompliance or deviaticos were ideatified.
'5. T''I Action Plan Follovuy

.(Closed) Item II.K.3.21: Restart of core spray and low pressure
coolant injection systems. In a letter dated October.216, 1982, Vassallo

to De1 George, the NRC completed its review of the BWR Owners Group
response concerning this item. The NRC agreed with the Owners Group
position and stated that logic modifications are unwarranted. This
completes the review of NUREG-0737, Item II,K.3.21 for Quad-Cities.

(Closed)-Item II.K.3.25: Effect of loss of A-C power on pump seals. The
seal leakage data provided by the BVR Owners Group on the affected pumps
demonstrated acceptable leakage rates following loss of cooling to the
pump seals. Based on the licensee's endorsement of the BVR Owners Group

_

position regarding this item, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
considers this matter to be resolved.

No items of noncoupliance or deviations wero. identified.

6. :Long Term Shutdown

During the refueling outage, four items were lost in the vessel: a
rubber boot, a short length of rope, a light lense cover, and a grinding
wheel.

The inspector observed retrieval operations conducted to remove these
objects. The licensee recovered the lense cover, grinding wheel and a
portion'of the control rod drive thermal sleeve retaining ring lost
during a previous outage.
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Concerning the rope, the licensee cenducted an: analysis and determined
that it would disintegrate during startup.

The rubber boot still remains lost following extencive attempted
retrieval. operations. The licensee has procurred a generic analysis,
completed by General Electric.1for the. rubber boot. _The licensee
conducted an onsitefreview of that analysis and formulated plans-to
utilize its recommendations. -The inspector discussed the; specifics of-
the analysis'with the licensee and the licensee's-plans to ensure that
safe operation of the facility was not impaired. The inspector has no
further concerns in this area.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

7. }icensee Meeting

On November 15, 1982, the senior resident inspector attended a meeting
in Region III. The meeting was held at the request of the licensee to
present the methods they were to employ for conducting the upcoming
containment integrated leak rate test.

The licensee is proposing to conduct a 12-hour test in accordance with
Technical Specification requirements utilizing the accepted Eechtel
Company computer program. Additivnally, the licensee will be performing
a parallel leak rate test program in accordance with existing procedures.

_ _

This is being performed as a backup to the Bechtel program.
.

8. Refueling Activities

'While attempting-to lift a fuel assembly out of the core during normal
refueling operations, it was found that the assembly 1.ad become attached
to its fuel support piece. Once out of the core, the licensee transferred
both the assembly ~and attached support piece to the spent fuel pool. This
was accomplished utilizing the refueling trolly grapple because the
assembly and attached support could not be moved using the normal methods.
The licensee, with assistance from General Electric, attempted to separate
the support piece from the assembly but was not successful.

Review of the in-core characteristics for this particular fuel bundle
revealed no abnormalities. Additionally, comparisons between several
training incore probe traces taken throughout the cycle indicated no
significant flux asymetries near that fuel assembly. Based on the lack
of abnormal fuel assembly in-core characteristics and extensive visual
observation of the assembly, a licensee review concluded that no safety
problem exists. Further efforts to dislodge the assembly from its
support piece will be conducted following completion of the current
refueling outage.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
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9. Licer: see Event , Reports Followup
;_ .

Through direct observations, discussions with licensee personnel, and'
-review of. records, the following event reports were reviewed to deter-
mine_that reportability requirements were fulfilled,_immediate corrective

actionfwas accomplished, and corre,ctive action to prevent recurrence had
beer accomplished in accordance withstechnical specifications...

V a. Unit 1
,

'(i) LER,81-20/03L: RCIC are's high temperature isolation<

svitches sould not trip during testing.

'
. (ii) LER 82-21/03L: Leaking vent line on the low pressure

- stage of the 1D RHR' service water pump The cause of
this event was attributed to stress cracking induced by

~

vibration of the pump durini operation. After analysis
by the licensee, the vent line was replaced with a
temporary plug. "Ihe;remainits pumps were inspected for
cracking. 'Theee tctions were\ completed prior to unit-
startup from the refueling outage on December 22, 1982.

- Futureactionsareplannedtorepkacetheventandweld
the vent line connectors to strengthen the apparent-
stress points.

'

' _ (iii) LER 82-22/03L: Mmaintenance putage for the 1/2 B diesel
fire pump exceeded seven days. Tha*1/2 B pump failed to
reach rated capacity of.2000 gpm during testing and was
removed from service:and disassembled. Inspection
revealed that the'kear rings and' seals needed replacement.
Immediate repairs were delayed until wear rings could be
procureil.

- The wear rings were replaced and the pump tested satis-
factorily'on October 4, 1982: Throughout the pump's
outage, a portable pump was available to provide the
required capacity for the fire suppression system.

(iv) _LER 82-33/03L: The 24/48 vDC battery failed the test
discharge surveillance. The 24/48 vDC batteries were
replaced and tested satisfactorily on Dncember 22, 1982.

I (v) LER 82-34/03L: Reactor building inel pool monitor tripped'
in excess of limits due to instrument drift.

_ 3

bi Unit 2
'

(1) LER 82-18/03L: Unit 2 diesel generator tripped from high
s temperatures. The cause of the engine overheating was due to

" fouling of the diesel generator cooling water heat exchangers.,

/; I
~

The_ licensee has developed a preventative maintenance program
!

.

for' cleaning of the heat exchangers to preclude any future
recurrence. t-

M ( 1'-
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(ii)~LER 82-19/003L: Recirculation. pump discharge valve bent stem.
~During a short maintenance outage on October 22, 1982, the 2A'

~

- recirculation' pump discharge valve failed to' fully close'when
- given a closed signal. An inspection.in the drywell revealed.
the limitorque motor operator had pulled the yoke away from,

! the valve bonnet. It was. observed.that two of the four 1 1/2,

iinch bolt's, whichlhold'the yoke to the~ bonnet,Lhad' fallen off-
'

and the valve stem'was bent.

I The licensee decided to cut the bent portion of..the stem off.,

_
'just below the, threaded area and attach e new threaded stem

'

~

of the same length. Station' Nuclear Engineering and Nuclear
Station Division-Maintenance-Departments designed a proper.

weld configuration to accomplish the attachment:of the.two-
stems. This configuration ensured a sufficient ame"at of
strength to bind the two stems together during operation of
the valve.

Upon completion of the, repairs, the valve was exercised to
ensure proper movement and operation cf the valve. When
Unit 2-operation reached 200 MWe, the valve was clesed and"
then jogged. to the full open position. - No abnormalities
were observed.

The inspector reviewed the work packages .. involved with this
repair to verify compliance with applicable regulations and
witnessed the operational: tests that were conducted to

,

. determine their adequate.
~

To prevent a similar instance on any other motor operated
valves in the Drywell, all bonnet-to-yoke bolts were checked
for proper tightness prior to startup.

During the next refueling outage,-maintenance will be
performed on these bolts to implement a positive means.of
attachment. This may-involve either:a tack weld or a wire4

seal, as deemed appropriate. .'D21s positive means_of attachment
will also be provided for the Unit i valves prior to startup
from the present refueling outage'.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

10. Procurement*

' The' inspector reviewed procurement and storage activities to ascertain
jwhether the purchase of components, materials and supplies-used for safety

. .related functions, is in conformance with.the licensee's approved QA
'

program and implementing procedures; non-conforming items are segregated .
and marked accordingly; applicable preventive maintenance is performed;
housekeeping and environmental requirements are met; and, limited shelf-
life items are controlled.

6
.
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The-following components were inspected:

a. Control Rod Drive Rebuild Kits
b, Electromatic Valve Rebuild Kits

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

11. Training

The inspector attended one of the licensee's operator requalification
lecture series and verified.that lesson plan objectives were met and that
training was-in accordance with the approved operator requalification

-program schedule and objectives.

-The inspector verified by direct questioning of one new, one existing,
and one temporary employee that administrative controls and procedures,
radiological health and safety, industrial safety, controlled access
and security procedures, emergency plan,-and quality assurance training
were provided as required by the licensee's technical specifications;
verified by direct questioning of one craftsmen and one technician that
on-the-job training, formal technical training commensurate with job
classification, and fire fighting training were provided.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were. identified.

~ 12. Licensee Action Concerning Identified Problems

The inspector reviewed corrective actions taken by the licensee
pertaining to recurring failures and resolution of identified dis-
crepencies involving safety-related components.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

13. Design Changes and Modifications

Through record review the inspector verified for the design changes
listed below that design changes were made in accordance with

'

10 CFR 50.59; that design changes were reviewed in accordance with
technical specifications and the established Quality Assurcnce
program; that design changes were conducted in accordance with written
procedures which included identification of inspections required by
codes or standards, and acceptance test procedures which' defined
acceptance. values or acceptance standards; that test records verified
performance of equipment modified to technical specifications /FSAR
requirements and performance of modified equipment w;s reviewed and
approved; that operating procedures modifications were made and
approved in accordance with technical specifications; that installa-
tion procedures were adequate for the identified function; that
as-built drawings were changed to reflect- the modifications; and that
records of design changes were maintained as described in 10 CFR 50.59b
and the established QA program.

7
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M-4-1-78-1 Neutron Monitoring System (SRM~ Alarms)'
M-4-1-82-37- 48v. Battery Replacement

. .

-

LM-4-1-78-33 ESS:Uninterruptible Power Supply
M-4-1-81-11' Reactor Mode Select Switch-

'No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

14. Surveillance - Refueling

The inspector observed the following surveillance and functional-
testing on Unit 1 to verify that'the tests were covered by properly

2 approved procedures; that the procedures used were consistant with
regulatory requirements, _ licensee commitments,.and administrative
controls; that minimum crew requirements were met, test prerequisites
were completed, special test _ equipment was calibrated and in. service,.
and required data was recorded for final review and_ analysis; that the..

. qualifications of. personnel conducting the te'st were adequate; and that
the test results were adequate.

.

ECCS Logic
APRM Scram
ADS Logic
Main Steam Line High RadiationL

,

- Diesel Generator Loading Logic.

-No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

'15. Startup Testing - Refueling-

s.

The inspector observed the tests listed below and verified that the<

. refueling outage startup testing was condu'cted in accordance with
technically adequate procedures and that the facility was being

: operated within license limits.

! QTS'1104-1 Shutdown Margin Suberitical Demonstration
' ~ QOS 207-1. Rod Worth Minimizer Operability

QGP 1-S1 Master Startup Operability Checklist
-QOS 202-10 Recirculation System Valve Position Indication Test

.QOS 201-1 Manual Operation Of-Electromatic Relief Valves .

[ _ QOS 1300-1 RCIC Flow Race Test
QOS 1300-2 RCIC Pump Operability Testi

i QOS 2300-1 - HPCI FlowiRate Test
| -QOS 2300-2 - HPCI Pump Operability Test
L QOS.2300-3 HPCI. Valve Operability Test
;; ,

'

'QOSi2300-7 HPCI Turbine Overspeed Test
.QOS'1300-4 RCIC Turbine Overspeed Test2

!- No items'of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

; 16. Monthlv Maintenance Observation
,

Station maintenance activities of safety related systems and components
i ;11sted below were observed / reviewed to ascertain that they were conducted
!

,

; 8
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nin accordance with approved procedures, regulatory gu' ides 'nd industry-a
. codes'or standards and in conformance with technical specifications.'

The following-items were considered'during this' review: the limiting 1
conditions .forloperation were met while components. or systems were
removed from service;. approvals were obtained priorLto initiating.the

'

work; activities were accomplished using approved procedures.and were.
,

inspected as applicable; functional. testing and/or calibrations were'

performed prior to' returning components or-systems to service; quality
control records'were maintained;. activities were accomplished by ._

.

qualified personnel; parts and materials used were. properly certified;.
radiological' controls were implemented;'and, fire prevention controls.
were I'plemented.|._

' m

!

Work requests were reviewed to determine status of outstattding jobs
; - and to assure.that priority is assigned to safety related equipment
- maintenance which may affect system performance.

I . The following maintenance activities were observed / reviewed:
'' Unit 2

WR'22679. Recirculation Pump Flow Recorder
,

WR 22721 HPCI Gland Seal CondenserLPressure Transmitter
WR 22738- .Four Rod Display Panel

-WR 22744 APRM Recorder
' WR 22745 0xygen Analyzer

- Following completion of maintenance on the'APRM-recorder and recirculation
pump flow recorder, the' inspector verified that these systems had.been
returned to service properly.

.

I LNo items of noncompliance or deviations-were identified.~

17. Maintenance 1- Refueling
-

.

The inspector verified maintenance procedures include administrative'

approvals for removing and return of systems to service; hold points-
~

' for inspection / audit.and signoff by QA'or other licensee personnel;
provisions for operational testing following. maintenance; provisions
for special authorization and fire watch responsibilities for activities
involving welding,'open flame, and other ignition sources;-reviews of
materia 1Leertifications; provisions for assuring LC0~ requirements were

~

met during repair; provisions for housekeeping during and following-
maintanence; and responsibilities for reporting defects to management.

,

The inspector observed the maintenance activities' listed below and-
verified work was accomplished in accordance-with. approved procedures
and by qualified personnel.

-
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Uniti

1B Recirculation MG Set
1A Reactor Feedwater Pump

. TIPS Machines No.'3, 4 and 5
Reactor Mode Selector Switch -

Unit 1 Diesel Generator
Control Rod Drive Mechanism Overhaul

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

18. IE Information Notice Followup

For the IE Information Notices (IEN) listed.below, the inspector verified
that the information notice was received by licensee management, that a
review for applicability was performed,.and that if the information notice
were applicable to the facility, appropriate actions were taken or were
scheduled to be taken.

a. IEN 82-01: Auxiliary feedwater pump lockout resulting from
Westinghouse W-2 switch circuitry modification. Quad Cities does
not utilize W-2 control switches in safety related systems.

-b. IEN 82-02: Westinghouse NBFD relay failures in reactor protection
systems at certain nuclear power plants. Quad Cities does not have

:
- NBFD relays in the reactor protection system.

c. IEN 82-03: Environmental tests of electrica1' terminal blocks.
IE Bulletin No. 79-01B required certain terminal blocks to'be
replaced. The licensee's preventive maintenance program is in
accordance with the information notice.

'

d. IEN 82-04: AGASTAT E-7000 series time-delay relays. The subject
. relays are not installed on safety related systems.

j e. IEN 82-05: Increasing frequency of drug-related incidents.
!

! f. IEN 82-06: Failure of steam generator primary side manway closure
studs.

I

g. IEN 82-07: Inadequate security. screening programs.

h. IEN 82-08: Check valve failures on diesel generator engine cooling
system. New check valves have been installed and placed on the
maintenance program to be inspected each refueling outage.

i. IEN 82-09: Cracking in piping of makeup coolant lines at B&W
plants.

j. IEN 82-10: Following up symptomatic repairs to assure resolution
of.the problem. Quad Cities has had valve problems and investiga-
tions are conducted to determine. root causes. As a result, valve
problems have been significantly reduced.

,

4
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k. IEN 82-11: Potential inaccuracies in wide range pressure instruments
used in Westinghouse designed plants.

1. IEN 82-12: Surveillance of' hydraulic snubbers. Safety related
snubbers installed inside containment are mechanical. The few
-safety related hydraulic snubbers outside containment were manu-
factured by Grinnel and will be replaced.

. IEN 82-13: Failures of General Electric type HFA relays. Them
licensee has conducted inspections which have revealed evidence of-
cracking. No inoperable components have been identified. A modi-
fication has been initiated to replato those relay spools,

n. IEN 82-14: TMI-1 steam generator / reactor coolant system
chemistry / corrosion problem.

o. IEN 82-15: Notification of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

p. IEN 82-16: HPCI/RCIC high steam-flow setpoints.

q. IEN 82-17: Overpressurization of reactor coolant system.

r. IEN 82-18: Assessment of intakes of radioactive material by workers.

s. IEN 82-19: Loss of high head safety injection emergency boration'

and reactor coolant makeup capability.

- t. IEN 82-20: Check valve problems. .The type check valves described
in that notice are not used by the licensee.

u. IEN 82-21: Buildup of enriched uranium in effluent treatment' tanks.

v. IEN 82-22: Failures in turbine exhaust lines.

w. IEN 82-23: Main steam isolation valve (MSIV) leakage. The
licensee's program to-correct the problems includes closing MSIV's
at pressure which simulates actual conditions and applies a greater
closing force. Leak test results have improved drastically since
implementation of this program.

x. IEN 82-24: Water leaking from uranium hexafluoride overpacks.

y. IEN 82-25: Failures of Hiller actuators upon gradual loss of air
pressure. Hiller actuators are not in use at Quad-Cities. Air-
operated valves are tested in accordance with the in-service
inspection program.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

19. Followup on Regional Requests

a. In accordance with 10 CFR Part 21, ITT Barton notified the NRC of
defects in model 763 and 764 electronic transmitters. The inspector
verified that the-licensee does not utilize those specific instruments.

11
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b. Power Conversion Products Incorporated (PCP) notified the licensee
that they discovered a potential defect in certain Model 35-130-200
battery chargers. The potential defect involves the fuses used to

~

protect silicone' control rectifiers. PCP recommends replacement of
the 200 amp fuses with 300 amp fuses. Additionally, in the interim,
the chargers should not be operated at full load for extended periods
of time.

The inspector verified that only one 125 vDC battery at the station
is affected by this notification. Additionally, the inspector' verified
that the licensee is following the recommended interim actions until
parts are available to replace the fuses.

c. Concerning the potential generic issue involving failure of Chicago
Bridge and Iron Airlocks, the inspector verified that similar airlock.

, doors are installed at Quad-Cities station. In discussions with the
licensee, it was determined that the particular design installed at

. Quad-Cities is not susceptible to that failure mechanism. The design
is such that if there was engagement of the latching mechanism, the
airlock doors could not be simultaneously opened.

d. Concerning the potentially generic issue involving incorrect trip set
point for HPCI turbine steam line high flow, the' inspector determined
that the licensee has established conservative set point values.

Following original startup testing, the licensee reviewed the
calculations of set point settings. It was discovered.that the
setpoint was too.close to the technical specification limit. JDn
March 18, 1973, the licensee conducted a test and recalibrated
the instrument setpoint more conservatively. The inspector verified
that this conservative calculation is still being utilized.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

-22. Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph 1)
throughout the month and at the conclusion of the inspection on January 7,
1983, and summarized the scope and findings of the inspection activities.
The licensee acknowledged the inspectors concerns.

12
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